
Cascade Cart Solutions is a symbol of excellence in residential carts. Our carts have 
performed in the industry since 1989, and are compatible with virtually all ANSI approved 
semi and fully automated lift systems. Cascade's carts are designed for exceptional 
performance, durability, and functionality. Backed with a 10 year warranty, Cascade’s carts 
are guaranteed to the highest standards, meeting or exceeding all ANSI requirements for 
safety, compatibility, and performance.

FEATURES
     • Process: Injection molded, providing product uniformity

     • Material: High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) resin, making our carts 100% Recyclable

     • Capacity: Available in 64 gallon (242 liter) and 96 gallon (363 liter) sizes

     • Assembly: Quick and simple - lids come fully assembled, no tools required for 
                         snap-on axle and wheels

     • Durability: Designed for optimal compatibility and functionality with virtually all European,  
                        semi, and fully automated lifter systems, including a wear strip to permanently  
                        protect the bottom of the cart from abrasion

     • Performance: Easy handling, excellent balance between stability and maneuverability

SPECIAL ASSETS
     • Cart Art: Manufactured literature hook under the lid, custom cart colors, hot stamping, 
                      and the industry's largest in-mold labels allow you to...
        › Communicate waste, recycling, or organic program instructions to your customers 
        › Display your company or city logo and serial numbers for traceability

     • Data-Enabled: This cart is a SmartCart®, manufactured with a RFID tag allowing you to... 

                  › Assign the cart to a specific location
        › Generate data on waste, recycling, or organics participation rates in your community

Products. Technology. Services.
4950 Thirty-Seventh Street SE 
Grand Rapids, MI 49512-4068 
Toll Free 1.800.968.CART (2278)
www.cascadecartsolutions.com

COMPATIBLE WITH        LIFTER SYSTEMSEUROPEAN STYLE
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CART MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Injection Molded 100% Recyclable High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)

UV Stabilized Protects against long-term effects of the sun

ANSI TEST RESULTS

Meets or exceeds all ANSI requirements for Types C & G

CART DIMENSIONS

Height x Width x Depth

64 gal (242 L) size: 44 x 22 x 28.5 inches 
                              111.8 x 55.9 x 72.4 centimeters

96 gal (363 L) size: 46 x 23 x 34 inches 
                              116.8 x 58.4 x 86.4 centimeters

WHEELS

Type
64 gal (242 L) size: 10 in (25.4 cm), snap-lock

96 gal (363 L) size: 10 in (25.4 cm) or 12 in (30.48 cm), snap-lock

Material Plastic tread for quieter roll; Rubber wheels optional

AXLE

Material Manufactured from 1010, high strength low alloy steel

Rust Prevention Coated with zinc nickel plating or hot dipped galvanized

Dimensions
64 gal (242 L) size: .625 in (1.59 cm) Diameter; 20 in (50.8 cm) Length

96 gal (363 L) size: .844 in (2.14 cm) Diameter; 23 in (58.42 cm) Length

LIFT AREAS

European Style Lip Manufactured with extended lip for Euro-style lifter systems

Upper In-molded upper saddle lift area

BOTTOM ABRASION PROTECTION

Molded in wear strips with double wear rib

LOAD RATING

Load Rating
64 gal (242 L) size: 224 pounds

96 gal (363 L) size: 336 pounds

CONTAINER SHIPMENT

53’ Truckload Capacity
64 gal (242 L) size: 760 carts with lids assembled, stacked at 10 high

96 gal (363 L) size: 560 carts with lids assembled, stacked at 10 high

IMPRINTING

Lid Custom in-mold graphics

Lid & Body Custom hot stamps

COLORS

Standard Black, Blue, Brown, Burgundy, Gray, Green

Custom Available upon request, minimum quantities apply

All of Cascade’s 
carts are SMART, 

manufactured with RFID 
tags to enable data 

collection at the curb. 

Extended lip design: 
manufactured with extended 
lip specifically engineered for 
Euro-style lifter compatibility
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